GLASGOW HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
COVID PROTOCOLS (FROM 18 APRIL 2022)
Rules
If you, or someone in your household is suffering
from a respiratory illness, don’t come.
Prior to the run’s commencement the hares will
highlight any unusual risks (Covid or otherwise)
that the pack should be aware of.
Avoid unnecessary physical contact with others.
Try to keep away from, and be courteous to other
users of the event site.
An IOU system is established for those who don’t
want to handle physical cash.

The post run circle will be decided by the pack after
the run. This will depend on matters such as the
weather, the proximity of a welcoming pub.
On site circles will take place if there is no obvious
pub to go to, the weather is suitable, the midgies are
tolerable, we have something to drink, and we
would be unlikely to disturb any other users of the
space.
We leave the event site as we found it.
Anyone seen contravening the protocols will after
due warning, be asked to leave.
While these protocols should make hashing as
Covid-safe as possible, GH3 cannot guarantee there
will be no spread of the disease.
These protocols will be kept under review.

Advice
Please try to tell us if this happens.
This could include narrow passages, gates or styles,
difficult or potentially dangerous terrain, busy roads,
livestock, poisonous plants, wildlife etc.
Especially non consensual.
Try to avoid altercations.
Hash cash will request settlement by bank transfer if
the amount owing becomes significant (e.g. over
£10).
When there is no communal circle GH3 is incurring
no expenditure, so there is no need to charge a run
fee.
Currently, the best option is a pub beer garden but if
(a) the weather is bad, or
(b) there is no space available,
then inside may be a better option unless
(c) there is no suitable pub nearby,
when an on-site circle, or failing that, a Zoom
meeting will be the best option.
Down downs will only take place if we are confident
the circle will not upset the pub’s staff or customers.
Flour blobs don’t count!
While hashing often involves silly behaviour Covid19 is serious, so unnecessary Covid risks can’t be
tolerated.
By attending a run you accept what risk there is.

And can change at short notice.

